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It’s been a long time, and reports unofficial and semi-official 
said we had folded or suspended, but the truth of the matter is that 
we merely entered into a somnolent state. Whether there will be still 
more issues I can’t say, but at any rate there will be this one , . . 
which ought to prove that there’s still life, at least.

You’ll note a few of our old features ("Pro-Phile,” "In Arkham 
i ease”) are still with us; others have bitten the dust in the interim. 
’’Cave of the Winds,” which I fondly believe was a -:ood letter column, 
ran a final installment in Howard Miller’s PAPA publication, Primal; 
so it naturally doesn’t appear. But if I should get out another DO, 
I surely wouldn’t mind including letters in it. Let this be advice 
enough for you.

This issue goes only to a few valued friends, and to those who 
still have issues coming to them on their old subscriptions. I’m not 
taking on any more readership . . . god forbid. I hone that not too 
many of you have moved since the summer of 19/.3 . . .

You all have seen this magazine before, so there’s no need to 
Loe your memories; but just‘f or'the record, DQ ran.six issues between 
e summer of 1947 and the summer of 1948. During that time it pre

sented the s-f fan world with some truly fine pieces of writing in all 
categories -- climaxed by that great fan story, ’’The Craters of the 
oon” by Redd Boggs. It might be of interest that #7 was scheduled to 

feature Joe Kennedy’s article, ’’Pdgar Allan Poe.” This niece was 
..anded to Redd Boggs when DQ. suspended . . . and after making the 
rounds of several fanzines, here it is . . . in Dream Quest #7. We 
extend thanks to those who were responsible for th? article’s homecom
ing, and to the powers above for its permanently interesting subjectj

SliiCn it seems at this time to be incumbent on fanzines to pre
sent some sort of opinion concerning our boy Hubbard's panacea, we'd 
like to get in our two bits' worth with this statement. It is self- 
explanatory in nature, but a won? about its or io-in mimht be appropri
ate. The UR library staff 1 -is pasted this statement into the front of 
ts copy of Plant-tics, operating fortunately enou<b under the theory 
lat fore-warned is fore-armed, I imagine. I would that each copy of 

uLe book sold in America could i. .v: tacked into it a statement similar
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/this one, or to C. Daly King’s review in The Magazine of Fantasy 
yjl Science-Fiction — bat here it is:

’’COPY' ’’Department of Psychology
; . ‘ University of Redlands

September 15, 1950 ‘

’’Memorandum to: Library Staff
From; Dr. W. S. Gregory, Assoc. Prof, of Psychology
Subject: Dianetics by L. R. Hubbard

’’Hubbard’s book, Dianetics, should be in our university 
library, because it will"provido our students v/ith an unusual 
test of their intelligence and habits of critical thinking and 
of their ability to apply their understanding of scientific 
methods and of psychology. Dianetics is not psychology. 
It is pseudo-psychology. Any person who accepts dianetics as 
anything more than a hypothesis .reveals his own. ignorance of 
both the scientific research methods and the established know
ledge in.the field of psychology. As hypotheses some of Hub
bard’s principles mu.y perhaps merit investigation. # The 
following points are listed in the hope that they will stimu
late intelligent evaluation of the book by any students who 
read it; # 1. Does endless repetition of the theme, ’This 
is scientific fact,’ make a statement scientific? What proof 
of his ideas does Hubbard, present? Is his interpretation of 
that evidence? What alternative theories can you 
think of that might be equally justified hypotheses 
regarding the nature of the ’engrams* which Hubbard’s 
patients describe? # 2. How consistent is the author? How 
often and on what points does he contradict himself?' # 3. 
Are any ideas presented in this book really new? Can you rec
ognize the ideas presented by Hubbard as ones which he has 
’stolen’ from Pavlov, Rogers, Freud, Jung, and many others? 
(Note that Hubbard utilizes some principles and techniques of 
these men but applies new..labels to then, and then claims they 
are his original ideas) // 4. What techniques are actually 
involved in dianetic therapy? To what extent are suggestion, 
hypnosis, rationalization, etc., actually involved, despite 
his denials that they are? $ 5» What concepts does he de
fend which are not consistent with contemporary psychological
knowledge? For example, on what basis can you accept or re
ject Hubbard’s theory of pre-natal influence? 4 6, To what 
extent may dianetics involve projection? How similar is dia
netic reverie to a Rorschach or other projective devices? # 7. 
Wh t dangers are involved in dianetics? For example, if a per
son feels hostile to his parents or feels rejected by them, 
what experiences otb ir than abortion-attempts might have con
tributed to the de1’- ‘ . nt
these other types of 
other experiences are iav 
them? # 8. What ’pro.-j i s ’

(Cone1uder

?f those attitudes? How many of 
cus are rec coni zed. by Hubbard? If 
d, would it be healthy to ignore 
of cures does Hubbard make? Are 
on page 23)
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Maybe some day it will begin to appear in science fiction and 
weird fiction — the missing element that has nothing to do with pro
tons and-neutrons, the missing element that has magic powers.

It’s
possesses

the element that almost
— the element of humor.

every great piece of literature

Not, let me hasten to add, that.we want the 26th century equival
ent of custard pies and jokes about Brooklyn. The element that I’m 
thinking about might bo defined in several other ways: even as sanity
in seeing the world clearly and seeing it whole.

A few people still can’t understand why Shakespeare’s characters 
sometimes make the worst sort of puns at the tensest moments of his 
tragic dramas, and some music lovers confess that they can’t see any
thing in Mozart’s ’’Don Giovanni” but an operetta-like comedy. Unfor
tunately, practically everyone thinks it’s all right for magazine af
ter magazine, book after book to appear with weird or science fiction 
stories, in which there’s not a hint of relaxation of the grim, fran
tically serious atmosphere.

Injecting the missing element into the literature of the future 
and the occult -would be a mistake if it were done clumsily. As an aw
ful example, in another line, I might recall the strange characters 
who used to pop up in every other chapter of boys’ books — there was 
a particularly dreadful one in the Tom Swift series — with annoying 
cheer-fulness and merriment. . .

Wc don’t need four paragraphs of humor after every three pages 
of seriousness. What we really need is a different attitude on the 
part of the authors: the attitude that understands there are two 
sides to everything, that the tragic is simply the reverse side of the 
comic, that the crucial thing and immaterial thing often depend on 
simply the point .of view.

What makes ’’Don Giovanni” so gre< t, after all? I think it’s the 
way Mozart caught an all-encompassing outlook on the world that he set 
to music. Don Giovanni is nt one and.the same time a symbol and a 
man, a character who is both an individual and a type. He’s the same 
sort of wolf that you find lounging on the street comer and he’s also 
an enormously comp] . n ing in magnified form the same struggle

• — 4 —
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dirt most individuals '.r.counter with sex and mores. You can hoar the 
opera as the advent <a:c .-s of •?. gay rake, or you. can understand it as 
the manner in which woi :n. are openly horrified, secretly entranced by 
the Don, with Freudian overtones. Anyone who comes to the opera ex- 
meeting to hear a mass of unrelieved tragic music, or anyone who lis- 
ms to it as a series of catchy tunes, is bound to be disappointed.

... Y s reality, which means that it isn't sad and it isn't gay — it’s 
both.

Or think of a great fantasy, Goethe's "Faust.” VZlien you read 
the? first portion, you suddenly become aware that Faust has sot out to 
experience everything and has ended up by carrying out a seduction of 
a bobbysoxer, nothing more important. Gretchen’s tragedy is profound 
ind it’s still ridiculous in this sense. Gounod's opera never catches 
the dual significance and is merely a. fine example of Victorian music. 
Yet this stupid teen-ager reappears at the end of the great Goethe 
drama, as the symbol of the "eternal feminine”; she is nothing and vet 
she is everything to the drama.

The first rule that every writer of fiction learns is to toll his 
story through the very minimum of characters. If he wishes to write a 
story about the Civil War, he does not make all of a division’s men 
the heroes; he picks out three or four mon at the most from, that divi
sion as his heroes. But if that same author has any sense of propor
tion at all, he must realize that the fate of those three or four men 
had little or no bearing on the course of the war, they represent a 
hopelessly insignificant proportion of the men who participated in the 
battles.

Similarly, a story about the conquest of space must be told 
through the adventures of a h aidful of people, even if whole races are 
involved. Now, it obviously makes no difference in the cosmic scheme 
of things, what happens to those few men. If they die in the effort 
bo reach other planets, others will succeed later on; in the broadest 
sense,they aren’t any more important to the universe than we are con
cerned with the fate of four ants who right now are trying to trans
port the body of a half-dead gnat in Guatemala. Yet those humans are 
the finest things that we know, and they’re all that we have to write 
•■bout.

If our authors of science fiction don’t keep those contradictory 
■'acts in mind, we’ll continue to have the same monotonous fare that 
■/e’ve boon getting. The writer obsessed with the importance of man 
will take him too seriously; the writer who thinks only of his actual 
insignificance will turn out hopelessly cynical stuff. The writers 
who show the greatness and smallness of man at the same time are the 
ones that I want to read.

Who are those writers today? Not many, I’m afraid, and most of
■-hem flash only occasional signs of the proper attitude. Heinlein had 
t from time to time. "Universe” was a fine example of a sane outlook 
a mankind. hay Bradbiucy usually understands th^ difference between 

(Conclude^ on page 23)



The ideals of Jefferson and others who believed that man was born 
to till the soil, and who dreaded the day when men would ’’degrade them
selves to the slavery of...tending machines”, were losing ground. For



better or for worse, the industrial revolution had belatedly reached 
America. Railroads were growing hesitantly, but here and there men 
dreamed of the day when rails of steel would span the continent.

Here lay enough material to keep a literary man working from dawn 
to sunset. Yet cheap, popular fiction was predominant — imported ad
venture tales,' and novels in which ink-happy matrons and spinsters 
titteringly confessed the indiscretions of their youth. Edgar Allan 
Poe’s devotion to pure art, arid his high respect for- the values of 
literature; was as surprising an influence as it was welcome.

How did the first half of the nineteenth century, this period of 
vigorous living and spectacular growth and change, produce the gloom- 
depressed, melancholy poet who was to pen polished lines of ghoul - in
fested belfries and cities beneath the sea? This problem has been 
thrashed back and forth for nearly a century. The extent of the criti
cal material on Poe is staggering. At least rwenty-six biographies, to 
my knowledge, have been written about the man. So profound is the 
controversy for and against him that one disgusted critic has comment
ed, ”A preoccupation with Edgar Allan Poe is the mark of a mediocre 
literary mind.” But the question'remains: Why did Poe write as he did? 
We must examine the man’s life and character to see.

II.
• . • • • r.- »

His Life and Background.

Poe was born in Boston in 1809, the son of David Poe and Eliza
beth Arnold. Both parents were actors, whose only earnings were from 
the stage — and in those days, an actor who ate regularly was a phen
omenon. David Poe was a Scotch-Irishman wno had a fondness for a 
little more than ”a wee drop”. He is believed to have deserted his



wife, leaving ner to support tne tnree children ol the family. This 
was a heavy Durden for the woman, who has been described as "superior
in charm if not in power on the stage." When sue aied of pneumonia in 
1811, the children were farmed out, hither and yon, and Poe was fos
tered by Mrs. John Allan, wife of a prosperous Virginia tobacco expor
ter."^

Spoiled and coddled by Mrs. Allan, sternly but carefully correct
ed by her husband, Poe grew to be a handsome, precocious, self-indul
gent boy. When the Allans took a business trip to England, Poe went 
to scnool in Scotland and Chelsea, where he laid the foundations for 
his curious, patenwork knowledge oi classical lore. In his tale "Wil
liam Wilson" Poe records memories oi his schooldays in England.

Autumn oi 1820 saw him a schoolboy in Richmond again. He began 
scribbling verse — tragic, satirical. He fell in love with the beaut
iful mother of one of nis schoolmates, and when she died, he spent 
sleepless nights standing alone by her newly-covered grave. In her 
memory, he penned his well-known poem, "To Helen".

At the University of Virginia, which had just been established by 
Jefferson, Poe unsuccessfully tried to make money at cards. Apparent
ly he was better at poetry than at poker, for he ran up a debt of 
$2500. Here he also demonstrated his inability to hold his liquor. 
"One glass," says a companion, "would send him into a frenzy." Yet he 
was a. brilliant student of languages, and apparently influenced by By
ron, performed notable feats of swimming. Despite his brilliance, he 
was moody, extremely sensitive, and proud. School-fellows stayed at a 
distance. When Poe began digging up evidence of his foster - father's 
infidelity, John Allan's esteem cooled. Poe left the university for 
Boston, where he sponsored tiie printing of his own poetry in a collec
tion titled Tamerlane and Otner Poems, today a fabulously rare collec
tors' item.

Under an assumed name and age, he joined the army lor awhile. At 
this point, tne records are incomplete. Some rumors have him fighting 
with the Greeks; another tale has him doing the nignt-spots of Paris 
together with Alexandre Dumas. At any rate, a formal reconciliation 
with Allan took place when Mrs. Allan pleaded with her husband in 
Poe's behalf -- on her deathbed. Poe wangled an appointment to West 
point in order to please Allan, but after another feud, Poe lost hopes 
for a legacy. He decided to get out of the army, deliberately neglect
ed roll calls ahd duties, and was finally tossed out on his ear for 
"gross neglect of duty" and "disobedience of orders". Sicx, penniless 
and miserable, he landed in New York, •••nere he lived in desperate pov
erty. John Allan's will, providing for his legitimate and several 
natural children, contained no mention of Poe.

Things were bound to take a better turn. "A Manuscript Found in 
a Bottle" brought Poe a $50 prize from the Baltimore Sunday Visitor 
and the friendship and patronage of novelist John P. Kennedy. Through 
Kennedy, young Poe secured a job as associate editor of the Southern 
Literary Messenger. Actually, this was literary hackwork, but Foe did 
well by it. His weird tales and stinging literary criticisms won him 
the nickname "the tomahawk man", raised the tottering Messenger's cir-
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culation from 500 to 5000. Poe was bent on breaking 
tue clutch of mediocrity on American letters---
he fought with a will. •

• . The strange marriage of the 26-yearmold Poe 
hl’s cousin, Virginia Clemm, a child ; of 'half 
years, brought him-a measure of happiness — 
a flock of troubles. Poe was drinking deeply,
ward off attacks of melancholia. His drinking led to-' 
his losing hi-s job-, and he;-his child-wife ’and Vir
ginia’s mother, Mrs. Clemm, landed back1 in New York 
wheh-the* financial’ panic-of 18-37-was at its height,- 
Tire's’e•• were days of poverty'so Intense that Poe lack
ed “the money for a scuttleful of coal. Poor Virginia 
trained a cat to lie upon her breast, while her hus
band chaffed her feet to keep her warm. Fortunately 
for the family finances, one professor Thomas Wyatt engaged Poe to 
edit a textbook, Jaw-fracturingly entitled The Conchologist1 s First 
Book; or, A Sy stem of. Testaceous Malacology. The work was plagiarized 
and even tne illustrations were "lifted” from an English original., Poe 
wrote a wordy introduction .and loaned 'his namS .to the book for a’ small 
fee., This raised a bad odor with.Harper & Bros. Wnen tne circumstan
ces of the book’s’preparation were learned. ' * • .; ' "

Most of the..family belongings’were still, in.hock, and Poe r-.had 
fallen.into the opium uacit. He worked furiously at letters and ar
ticles, ’attempted to set Mrs.’ Clemm up in;’boardingupuse-keeping’, wrote 
Tales of the Grotesque ano. Arabesque. T*ie book’s sales were almost’ 
nil. e The fear of in,sanity nung over Poe like, a shadow. . He struggled 
against his passions and weaknesses, wrote,., revisedtore up what he 
had written, drove himself to the limit's of endurance. From January. 
18'41 until May .’18'42, he served as literary editor fo’f . Graham’ s ’ Ladies 
and Gentlemon1s Magazine, which became the most popular magazine in 
the nation, .attaining the unheard-of circulation of.'.40,000. But’-pre-. 
carious health, drink, ill-pay, and .the revival of ambitions to pub-: 
lish his own magazine parted him from Graham1s. . ' . * • ; ‘

His'poem, . "The Raven”, was published .anonymously' in the New’York 
Evening Mi fro r of J ariuary 29, 1845. Poe received $1’0 for if, ’ but’ i’t 
spread his’fame.throughout the English-speaking world. During the 
summer months, he ‘boarded 'in New fork at a:farmhouse hear‘8'4th street 
and Broadway. He became a man about town, much esteemed by the litera
ti of the day. .' ■ ”• •

Virginia was dying of tuberculosis* At 24, she looked like ’ c’a 
child, probably still was a virgin. She succumbed in January 1847,.and 
her x’eWihs were buried’in Fordham Village (later to be removed to 
Baltimore, beside those of her ‘’Eddie11),

To the already distracted ana mentally-tortured Poe, this event 
was a terrific blow* Suffering from lesion of the brain,’ he. passed . 
through temporary crises of delirious fever. Lapses into drink rdin.ed 
his attempts to plan, "and embarrassed his friends. He wrote for and 
edited a flock’of eccentric and short-lived publications, pressed”, for 



the h-ndc of several assorted ladies, went to Providence to propose to 
a. cert/.in Mrs. Whitman, lost his nerve en route and landed in Boston, 
where he unsuccessfully tried to commit suicide by drinking laudanum . 
He wandered about, bee* :.:e a teetotaller for a time, and arranged to 
wed an old flame. He 1.ft Richmond for New York to bring Mrs. Clcmm 
to the wedding, arrived in Baltimore five days before the elections, 
political corruption was as common as hoop-skirts, and it is believed 
that gangs of vote-solicitors drugged him and made tne rounds of the 
ballot-boxes with the semi-conscious poet. He was found -in a tavern 
by an old friend, who took .him to the hospital, where he died in men
tal agony on Sunday, October 7, 1849, screaming, ”1 wish to God some
body would blow my damned brains out.'” At last a tortured brain had 
gone to rest.

' III.

The Character of His Works,

”He has squared out blocks enough to build an enduring pyramid, 
out has left them lying carelessly and unclaimed in many different 
quarries.” 'That was the w-'y James Russell Lowell summed up Poe’s wri- 
tings. Even today, tne vast task of checking all the documents and 
verifying all the" legends about.Pov is incomplete. Poe was the kind 
of writer who would publish ”hd republish his works, trying to make 
each item better with every publication. Thus the task of determining 
the final, definitive version of many of his poems is a tremendous one.

Baudelaire’s excellent translations of Poo’s works have made ’’the 
tomahawk man” a strongly pervading influence in France, In a sense, 
Poe is the father of the symbolists and decadents of modern times. Yet 
nis effect on established literary patterns has also been great, Like 
Bryant, he was opposed to long.poems. He believed that a poet should 
compose only when in r state of highly excited emotion. In his twin 
essays, ’’The Poetic principle” and ”The Rationale of Verse”, he states 
his doctrine that beauty is the language of the soul, thus beautiful 
poetry is tne highest form of creative activity. The most poetic con
cept of all, he believed, is ’’the death of beautiful woman,”

He was a brilliant craftsman in his devotion to poetic form, 
Highly polished lyrics are characteristic of hi s’ poems, even when .the 
subject matter mokes the versus seem like hideous nursery rimes for a 
kindergarten of ghouls. Poe was a master of alliteration and internal 
rime, as revealed in this lilie .from ’’The Rrven”:.

"And the silken ’sad uncertain rustling of each purple curtain....”

The same themes repeat themselves over and over in his poetry: 
man’s loneliness, the’ futility of struggle, remorse for ..a. wrecked life. 
”His poems bring no breath from the outer world,” says: Critic E, Watts 
McVea. ’’Theirs is a 1-nd of dreams, of tempest, of fantastic terrors, 
of ashen skies, and through tiiis lend glide gnosts, birds of ill omen, 
and crawling shapes. His poetry is not stimulating and has no moral 
quality. ” Poe had no lessons to teach, no truths to present — merely 
beauty for its own sake.



As in ’’The Bells- Poe depends on sheer technical skill to make 
his verse effective. Read ' silently 4 ;”The' Be'lls” with its onomatopoeic 
“twanging and clanging”, “moaning and groaning”, and “tinkle, tinkle, 
tinkle in the icy air of night” seems well - nigh' unreadable. Read 
aloud, the poem is captivating. .

Above everything poe. wrote hangs tne dread fascination of death, , 
caskets, worms, moonlit -graveyards, ana ’all the- other macabre trap
pings of neo-Gothic horror. The ultimate of terror is nearly attained 
in the description of “Tne Conqueror Worm”: • ■

“ “A blood-red tiling tnat writnes from out
... . ' The scenic solitude.1,

. ‘ ‘ It’ writhes-! •—. it writhes! .— with mortal pangs
./’ ,The mi’mes become its food,

And angels spb at. vermin fangs . 1 - . .
’ '■ .’’ ’ In human .gore imbued/” •’ • ••

/Ppe’s.best tales are those*.in which he allows his poetic talents.' 
free rein. “The Fall of the House’ of Usher41 $ in which every., word 
heightens the effect of lurking fbar„ and., “The -Masque of. the Red" 
Death11, in which-.terror ,is made-to/posse'ss an eerie sort of- beauty’, 
are gobd examples’of sheer poetry’: i.n .prose form.' ’. -.. " ■

/’.By any'standards , “The....Bla.ckr'/Ua.t “The'Pit • .and -. the < Pendulum”., 
“The Cask of Amon t’i'll ado 11, and ’ ”Thq. ’.'Tell-Tale' Hda-rt:.“ are highly, enter
taining yarns, and seem modern in "treatment, when •’compared with .the ob~; 
scure plots of Roe’-s. contemporaries. .; “the Gold-’Bug” :is. -a..corking-good’ 
adventure narratives’ and contains sbfte .interesting examples pf c.ryptp- 
gramsph which ♦ Poe.: toad. done .much work.; • . • ■••• '’

; Much of- the-credit fur 'the modern detective • story has. gone ' to ^Ed
gar Allah Pbe-' s* early contributions, to this’-field-in the form of.' . ,nar--’/ 
ratives- of crime-solving by?detection.’:’• -Although he:-wrote'no whodunits’ 
in which the butler turns out to be the killer, -his\;.yarns ".The: .Pur
loined Letter” and “Murders in the Rue Morgue” pointed , ..the./’way'/ for"-/ 
countless dozens of .writers to follow., Tne theme of “Tne Purloined 
Letterin',which tne letter is/didden In the '"mo st abvip.us place, and 
consequently overlooked, -has been used' over and over .again by? lesser 
writers’-- ana the cent-a-word pulp" magazine s. 5 By the f highly ^.develop
ed standards .of-mystery writing, today',; ’"The Murders in ^he-Rue Morgue” 
is/nOt’ a wholly satisfnctory ’ stoiyh? The-murderer should; never ;be an 
ape", if the mystery writer wancp .to'.keep his readers-happy.. ?’/,'■' ..

■' Some'-of’.. Poe 1 s ‘leaser known, .tales seem vastly underrated... ‘“Shadow 
— A parable-”for hn.stanpe-, measures every word and.- builds up a deli-/ 
cate picture of another world. In'“A'T<?le- of the . -Ragged .-.Mountains", 
a gentleman wandering.through tfhe hills of the South gets a momentary- 
glimpse of faroff. India with., uurp’ri sing result’s.•. -Personally , I am 
inclined to disagree.with critics' who. have accused'Poe. to. ;using nature 
merely as/an' brhament-, or to filfin 'the background of:-hi,s stories. In 
the exciting and-’-colorful /Descent; into the 1 a’e-Lctrom” ,..?oe .paints a 
verbal picture of- natural-, terror hS" convincing'as c,an be found almost 
anywhere in literature. Tne el'emeht'al f-ufyi:of the sea.is clearly ' re
produced in “A Manuscript Found in a Bottle. ” In certain other tales
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would ha split the seven sides of you wid the laffin’ to be- 
nould, just then all at once, the consated behavior of Moun- 
seer Maiter-di-tteuhs. ' The likes o' sich a. jabbering, and a 
smirking, and a parley-wouing*as he begin'd wid her leddy- 

’■ ship, niver was •knq;.:n before .upon- arth; and divil may burn 
me if it wasn’t me* own very- two--peepers that cotch'd him 
tipping her the-wink out of one eye....

That may have been funny in 183b, but it makes pretty tedious go
ing- today. Fee ole as he may have been'as a humorist, Poe had h: reputa
tion'for' being an idealist and' a visionary which is hard to account 
for, considering nis gloomy and dissipated nature, . until one reads 
“Mellonta- Tauta” and ’’The Unparalleled Adventure of One Hans Pfaall”, 
which glimpse a future world when navigation between tne planets of 
the solar system via balloon will be a common, everyday • occurrance. 
’’Mellonta Tauta”,- in particular/ contains some clever sections. The 
story purports to be a letter written o’n board tne balloon ’’Skylark”, 
April 1, 2848,-as a party oi"future, archeologists explore'tne ruins of 
New York City ”once”inhabited by a race*of savages known as tne Knick
erbockers”. Despite the flippant tone of tne story’;', tne reader gets. ’ - 
the impression that Poe sincerely believed tnat a future, civilization - 
might be more pleasant to live in than the macabre-world of his own 
imagination. The fantastic and imaginative romances of H. G. -Jells 
may very likely have’ been inspired by a page or two from Poe's ■ note
book. There- is not a vast gap between- Hans Pfaall1 s balloon trip . to . 
the moon’ and the exploits which Wells depicted in First 'lien. . in the . 
Moon, and Jules Verne portrayed in 'From the Earth- to ' the Moon and 
Round tne Moon. It seems likely that later exponents of7 science fic
tion are at least-partially indebted‘to Foe for lighting the way.

As a criticPde is noteworthy not because of the enduring nature: 
of his comments, but for the fact that his own 'stringent reviews of 
contemporary writings of his day helped, exact more strict, literary 
standards at a time-when literary values were lax and obscure* Foe’s ‘ 
criticisms wete frequently inclined to ‘ exaggerate minor •' technical."'.' 
blemishes and to underrate -ethical and .philosophical .significance. 
Many of his opinions were strongly influenced by; -Coleridgebut ,’his' 
style'was unmistakably his own-.

: .■-/ p; -IV. ' • ;
’ • Foe’s Place in Literature. ; ' . T. ’ •

• This dreamer in the-realms of the mystic and horrible,- the late" '; 
heir of romanticism, so deeply indebted to • "Tne-Ancient 'Mariner" and 
"Chil-de Harold” and tne tales of E. T. A. Hoffmann for his aura of the 
bizarre and’weird — how can his -own contributions to .’'literature ’ be. 
evaluated?, probably the best evaluation of Poe’s stature, ’in 'letters 
can be determined by his effect bn those “writers .who were to follow ’ ’ 
him. • • • - ’ : ■ ■ - .. . ’. "’ ’

Hardly-'a poet of our century has not peen directly Or indirectly. 
influenced by Poe’s precision- in versifying, hi s' use of'symbolism and y 
imagination, his methods of constructing’-a -poem so as to include words' ’ 
of color to please the eye, words’’of; sound to appeal "to the'ear, even
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tone of iiis own times

descriptions of the feel of silks and tapestries 
and the smell of nocturnal flowers. His close 
observation of minute details was to have a far- 
reaching effect on the art of short-story writ
ing. His preoccupation with tne abnormal was 
not quite as unwholesome an influence as might 
be expected; even his grim portraits of Death 
itself certainly added a new tone to literature 
at .a time when pink-sugar sweetness and light 
was the characteristic of "good writing”, rather 
than the exception. His tales of mystery and 
detection helped open a new brancn of writing. 
His criticisms did much to raise the literary 
— and the times which were to follow. And fin

ally, his stories of idealism and belief in future progress — few 
though they were — helped lift the art of storytelling away from the 
here-and-now, into the .multiple possibilities of light fantasy and 
worlds of yet to come; He did not write of tne growth and development 
of his native land — this he left to writers better qualified by en
vironment and temperament to do so — yet he was nonetheless a pioneer 
in a field of literary expression he chose to make his own.

Lowell’s famous remark about Poe, ^’Three-fifths of him is genius 
and two-fiftns sheer fudge”, is painfully close to the truth. Few 
writers nave written so ’skillfully and capably as Poe, and few have 
written such a melange of sheer tripe* The fact that Poe was a liter
ary pioneer does not make all his stories and poems worth reading to
day; indeed, many of them are doomed to be museum pieces pure and sim
ple; and’as Hervey Allen has so Well put it, ’’only the cast-iron cons
titutions of professional scholars can solemnly digest their- contents 
with the bowels of compassion.”

t , . .

Nor do his epoch-making strides in descriptive writing and color
ful narration excuse the fact that, fundamentally, his preoccupation 
with death and decay.are psychologically unhealthy. The man who prided 
himself on ais ’’faultless logic”, delighting in the neat perfections 
of mathematics, performing feats of problem-unravelling -and crypto
graphy, was himself a confused alcoholic and dope-addict, lacking the 
maturity to conduct other than the most fantastic and unnatural rela
tions with women; whose letters and conversations have been considered 
paragons of logic, yet whose conduct of his personal life is a morass 
of muddy, shallow and confused thinking. Despite his preoccupation 
with tne superfluities of bizarre and exaggerated humor, the man him
self really had no healthy sense of humor at all.

”His originality-, his literary craftsmanship, are unquestioned, ” 
says XcVea, ’’but he lacked- the will and the moral conviction which 
would have brought his. great gifts to the highest fruition.” ’’The 
qualities of his heroes,” adds H. P. Lovecraft in Supeinatural Horror 
in Literature, "appear to be derived from the ps.y ecology of Poc him
self, who certainly possessed much of the depression, sensitiveness, 
mad aspiration, loneliness, and extravagent freakishness which he at-, 
tributes to his haughty and solitary victims of fate.” Tnese critical 
comments seem to strike near the heart of the matter. Screaming with
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mental terror, or the reven-like wings of impending insanity which 
forever stamped his life with fear, the tales and poems of Edgar Allan 
Poe shape up as grotesquely distorted fragments of thought, hovering 
upon the borderline of madness.

In roe's time, it was unfortunate that Rufus W. Griswold, the man 
whom he had chosen to be his literary executor, was to prove one of 
his worst enemies. Griswold's introduction to the works of roe was 
biased and, in places, highly unfair, characterizing roe as "a natur
ally unamiable character", "irascible”, "without moral susceptibil
ity", "exhibiting scarcely rny virtue in his life of his writings." 
It was also unfortunate that many of roe's contemporaries were to 
judge the man and his works solely on the basis of his worst. Time has 
proven his originality and literary craftsmanship. His truly great 
productions, however, give a glimpse of the man's inner character — 
which many oi his friends considered gentle, affectionate, devoted, 
and ooliging. It would be a serious blunder to characterize his great 
weird and adventure yarns as merely the output of a depraved mind, for 
the fact that his artistic accomplishments were great is not, I be
lieve, because of the misfortunes into which he fell, but in spite of 
them. The fact tnat all of bis worxs were influential does not render 
all of them readable, but t^e greatest of them -- nis poems, his pene
trating stories — snould last as long as the English language. The 
pseudo-Gothic and Oriental influences on his work, the stock devices 
of the horror-vendors -- apparitions, cataleptic attacks, and pre
mature burials — these were not tne primary motivations of nis work, 
out merely some of tne outward manifestations. Roe's writings will 
live because they contain e terrifying record of a tortured human 
mind.

And yet Foe is very muci. unlike the protagonists of drugstore 
lending-library novels, in which the central character is always "lost 
in a world c-ne never made." For Edgar Allan Foe was a prisoner. A 
prisoner in a fantastic never-never land he made himself.

^.l,T i • • r V ■
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It’s been a long time since we. have tried our hand at reviewing 
prozines, and we won’t ever do a review like the ones we did for the 
old DQ. Those days have passed. . There are too many magazines on the 
stands now to permit reviewing them all. There isn’t enough space 
available in this magazine, nor is there enough time in a day to read 
them all — even-if one’s stomach were able to stand it.

But since this magazine (sic) is intended more or less.to bring 
back the spirit of the old Dream Quest for a time, we figured we might 
as well handle a few reviews in’the olden manner.

The prozine field has burgeoned all out of proportion. It is but 
a short time today since the.ro were eight prozines on the market 
all of them quarterly except Weird Tales and aSF. Those were the war 
years — 1944 and 1945. Five""years ago. The Shaver Mystery was just
beginning its half-decade ruination of Amazing; aSF was in the middle 
of the reign of George 0„ Smith and a related raft of technical prob
lem yarns; FFM was- giving us the first of its long line of British
novels of the world’s end, lost races, and world’s beginning. And 
Sergeant Saturn held sway over the letter columns in very much abbrev
iated editions of Thrilling Wonder and Startling Stories.

Oh, yes. There was Planet, too.

Today, these old standbys are still with us — many of them, par
adoxically, in reduced size. Amazing and aSF, then 178 pages, are 
both now cut to 162. FA has reduced to its lowest ebb in history — 
130pp. Planet too has 'undergone a out in size.

But the field, has boomed. We’ve seen Fantastic Novels revived 
as well as Super-Science, Future, and Marvel. We have seen the birth 
of the Avon Fantasy Reader,~ Fantasy Book,Out of This World Adventures, 
Fantastic Stories Quarterly, the Wonder .Annual — the lists may well 
be endless. A few of these events occurred early enough to be caught 
in the last few installments of ”Pro-Phile” in the old DO.. Today 
there are something over twenty prozines on the stands (more than dur
ing the boom of 1940 and T41) and if publishers’ plans materialize, 
there will be almost thirty by the end of 1950.

And what does this do to the field’s quality? Science-fiction is 
a specialist’s field. Those who don’t know s-f can’t do good work in 
it; even the good producers from so closely related .a field as the 
weird have always failed of success when they tried their hands at 
science-fiction.

— 16 —
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Why is this so? Probably because the developments in science
fiction during the last ten years (mostly thanks to s-f’s fair-haired 
boy, John W. Campbell Jr.) have so woven together knowledge of science, 
a familiarity with standardized backgrounds used for development of 
future civilizati ons, a necessary lick of sentimentality, a respect 
for physics and chemistry, etc., etc.,that one pretty much has to fol
low the magazines to which he thinks to sell his stories from issue to 
issue for a couple of years before he can really tell what’s demanded.

But the point is that a true science-fiction author is a rare 
bird indeed. There are barely enough to serve one or two good maga
zines. During the war aSF was hard-put to maintain quality in itself, 
while the other science-fiction pulps degenerated into a maze of sheer 
slop broken only by one or two Hog Phillipses and Noel Loomises.

And now we are looming toward thirty prozines<

You can drum up the consequences yourself without any promoting. 
Some of the magazines run reprints, which indirectly work against us 
by cutting sales on the legitimate magazines.

I hear via the grapevine that the wartime conditions beginning 
to prevail are going to cut the ground out from under many of the new 
prozincs. This is good news. There’s room in the field for about 
seven or eight good prozin ;S, manned by editors who know full well 
what they’re about. The rest should die right now, for the field’s 
sake.

A further remark we would like to moke is that the situation of 
one magazine’s having a monopoly on tho good science-fiction in the 
field — a situation which has prevailed since 1940 — should end. 
To date Ray Palmer*' seems to bo the only editor who 1ms made a serious 
challenge on aSP’s position. His success hasn’t been notable, A few 
editors who’vo tried to drag up their standards have boon handicapped 
by short-sighted front office policies, to be sure, Merwin is one of 
these. Other editors have made minor efforts in the right direction, 
but to this date aSF is so far above the others that there really 
i sn’t any comparisen.

Part of the reason is, of course, the type of thing we have been 
led by habit to expect good science-fiction to embody. We have been 
used for so long to the Campbell variety of s-f being the only good 
available s-f that we just don’t look for the other approaches to s-f 
to have anything good in them.. This is one of the handicaps facing 
boys like Palmer.

Bui; this naturally isn’t the whole story. It 
habit, ingrained into authors, editors and readers 
prints the good stuff and that is simply all there is 

is mostly sheer 
alike, that aSF 
to it.

* This was written before tho advent of H. L. Gold.-
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I think it will take a lot of time to get rid of this so-long-in
grained basic feeling.

‘Meantime, dianetics notwithstanding, aSp is likely to maintain 
the lead, and I would say from what’ I’ve observed of the field that 
other good reading is more likely to come from new innovators like 
Paimer and Spivak than from the established,* revived, or newly-founded 
traditional ’’pulps.” I think that intermittent rending of not mo® 
than five of the 25plus prozines will provide the most avid reader of 
science-fiction with all the stuff his little heart desires.

— P R 0 Z I N E I S S TT E S —
I apologize for not being able to include more' nrozines in this 

column, bu,t lack of time and lack of. real interest have here worked 
against me. I don’t think any apology is necessary for leaving out 
the crud, but it is agreed • that it would be well to give space to — 
to name the good and/or representative ones that come to mind 
Startling, TWS, Super-Science, The. Magazine of Fantasy and s-F, or the 
newly revived. Marvel * • • ' .

But there are probably other critics in the field well able to 
handle'them all, anyway. Besides, this reviewer was always remembered 
for a certain predilection for Chicago publications, much to the dis
gust of many of DQ’s readers in olden times, I fear*

FANTASTIC ADVENTURES, Vol. 12 #10, October 195O4 25^
I bought this issue for the novel in it, L. Ron Hubbard’s ’’The 

Masters of Sleep” -- his sequel to ’’Slaves of Sleep,” from the old 
days of Unknown. A breath of Unknown, says I, cannot be passed up.

•But in this case, it wasn’t a breath .of Unknown. It breathed more 
like Oahspc or Doreal’s Great White Brotherhood or any of teh thousand 
other chits- to me, and I was thoroughly disgusted by the whole mess. 
It seems that our boy L. Ron is the originator of a new cult .called 
’’Dianetics.” As, of ^course, everyone in the known world i.s aware of 
by this time. And it seems that our boy L Ron isn’t able to forget 
about the fact that ho is the new Messiah; and that he allows this 
belief of his to got into his writing. It seems that the only tech
nique (according to this Hubbard) that ever is used by orthodox psy
chologists is the pre-frontal lobotomy, that they are all diehnrds who 
rufdse to accept Mri Hubbard’s hew panacea Dianetics, .and furthermore 
they are all a bunch of bogey-men chasing saviours like Hubbard around 
armed with ice-picks and Freudian babblings.

With a story full of this kind of stuff, the obviously trumped-up 
adventures of 3an Palmer and his alter-ego, Tiger, fell nrottv flat. 
Eamling asked Hubbard to write the story, I hear, .and Hubbard really 
threw in everything but the wash-stand, sure of a chock;

Ah well, RGJones did a whale of a nice cover. Ziff-Davis covers' 
are always pretty, even if th'y’ro a bit lurid.
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IMAGINATION, Vol. I #1, October 1950. 350.
This is Ray Palmer’s newest brain-child, and it should wine away 

the last shreds of doubt in anyone’s mind, as to Rap’s capability and 
good intentions.

There is a guest-editorial by Forrest «T Ackerman and an editorial 
by Palmer which promise great things for Imagination’s future; a maga
zine of dignity, tone, and high quality. Apparently the mag is to be 
a bit differently slanted than Other Worlds. All. I hope is that Rap 
can induce enough cooperation from the -authors to make his new baby 
pay off in quality as well as sales.

The stories are pretty well picked, though authors Geier and 
Graham have- both surpassed their stories in here many times. Geier 
did ’’Environment”; anyone who can write like that should-never, never 
stoop to hack. His ’’The Soul. Stealers” in this first issue of Imagi
nation is hack. ’’One for the Robot — Two for the Same,” by Phillips, 
isn’t hack in the ordinary sense, but it’s not an outstanding story.

The most intriguing item in the issue is Willard Hawkins’ ’’Look 
to the Stars.” It’s a bit religious in theme and quite carelessly 
written, but its theme is quite powerful and interesting. A story of 
creation,its basic idea is that maybe old Earth herself is the guiding 
hand behind life.

Like 0-W, Imagination uses aSF’s size — which, by and large, is 
far better than the old pulp format of most of the prozines. The cover 
of this first issue is by Bok; and the majority of interiors are done 
by Bill Terry, an artist discovered by Rap who’s rapidly coming up to 
standard. But art is not an interest of mine.

This magazine is a fine step in the right direction, toward mak
ing the science-fiction field more literate, mature, and appealing.

Astounding SCIENCE FICTION. Vol. 46, #1, September 1950. 250.
This is the severalth issue of aSF which does not include a ser

ial installment. Periodically the magazine has gone through these 
novel-less periods in its existence; but it’s always bobbed right back 
with a serial after a time. We note with approval the imminence of a 
new novel in the Vishnu series by deCamp.

The two novelettes are Leiber’s ’’The Lion and the Lamb” and Law
rence O’Donnell’s ’’Paradise’ street.” Leiber’s piece deals with the 
Confederation’s quest for colonists who have flown the legal coop and 
set up a little civilization of their own based on anti-science. I 
didn’t figure the angles in the story, and it did not carry me along. 
O’Donnell postulates r frontier world and the conflict existing there
on between frontiersmen and settlers,. I expect that this story has 
appeared in slightly different guise many times in such magazines as 
South Sea Stories and Thrilling Western — and since the end of all
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oh oo'if.1 lets is so obvious, I don't quite see the noint of dragging 
j.p the old dog again. The Bible even ran this story, and it has be
come a cliche -- "The old order changeth."

Beth of these- novelettes illustrate Warner's complaint, voiced 
’.r. his "The Missing Element" in this issue of DQ,.

The three shorts read quite nicely. No one of them was memorable. 
For me, obis issue's most intriguing items were both by L. Sprague de 
Camp ••••• an article on hoaxes* "Why Do They Do It?"; and a review of 
Dr, Immanuel Velikovsky's Worlds in Collision, which recently has 
shared best-seller lists with Hubbaru?vs"Dianetics. I suspeetthat this 
is true because of the opposition to the book from high scientific cir
cles, plus.the fact that so reputable a publisher as Macmillan issued 
it rather than a more appropriate outfit like Venture Press. But I 
note this passage in deCamp's article on hoaxes — one that is quite 
apropos in application to Hubbard, who too has climbed to best seller 
lists, it seems to' me: "Or does he betray the stigmata of the- pseudo
scientist and the magician by scorning 'orthodox science,' erving that 
he has been persecuted,, or pretending to an exclusive or transcendental 
wisdom?" You may draw your own conclusions. I

Miller (not the Miller who illustrates this magazine, let it be 
known) has done a fair enough cover. There are pictures inside.

Other ’Worlds Science Stories, Vol. II #3, October 1950. 35£.
In an issue -devoted solely to science-fiction, Palmer has assem

bled here a collection of rather relaxing reading which manages to be 
quite good-humored; all in all. "A. R. Stober's" "A Man Named Mars" 
is the cover-cropper — a tale postulating that the earth is secretly 
governed from the moon, by various beings who in actuality were the 
old Greco-Roman gods and goddesses. Mars pulls for a war which will 
wipe out mankind and’ prevent him, therefore, from landing on the moon 
and discovering the lunarites' civilization; Aphrodite is in sympathy 
with the .Terrans and manages successfully to bring peace at last to 
the earth. 'This theme has been used by many neople, notably Doc Smith; 
to goou advantage, and-this particular use of it is’quite expeditious, 
methinks. # "Earth Can Be Fair,"- by T-Tu.be.rt George -Wells ostensibly, 
is in reality another of the clever short-shorts Palmer has been run
ning. This one's obviously by our old friend FIA; his typical touches 
are apparent, as is his visage in Neil Austin's symbolic illustration 
■’or the sketch. Palmer's the only editor presenting those brief items 
currently, and I hope ho continues them. # And there is a second 
trick item: "The Frownzly Florgels/' bv Fredric Brown, which is based 
cn an illustration by Hannes Bok. It seems that the two had a bet, 
Bok betting that ho could do a picture around which Brown could not 
write a story. "Florgels" is the result of the bet . . . and I'd say 
the boys' little joke camo off right successfully, all things consid
ered. # In the deCourcy's "Captain Ham," we meet Captain Hanling Fox 
III — an egotistical liner-captain who’s selected to -pilot the first 
Venus rocket on a replica of its original run, selected .for a celobra- 



uton of the event’s centennial. The cut of Fox illustrating the yarn 
is a perfect replica of the pic of William Lawrence Hamling which ap
peared on the ifc of one of the Ziff-Davis magazines several years 
ago; I bet the dec’s and-Rap together got great fur out of this bit of 
joshing. And I imagine we all recognize the counterpart of Captain 
Hamling Fox III all around us today. Good. # Rog Phillips’ ’’Holes 
In My Head” is based on a rather improbable idea of dual personalities 
being brought out by drugging one part of the brain; ^nd the develop
ment is inadequate to give this weak idea force. Has the master lost 
his touch? A thing I note with a certain amount of apprehension is 
that neither Other Worlds nor the ’’new” Arnazing present any novels — 
outside of the ’’trilogy,” ’’Colossus,” which. Other Worlds ran awhile 
ago. I mentioned above that this issue of OWSS was ’’relaxing,” or 
some such. Well, unless we start getting longer stories the mag is 
apt to remain just relaxing — nothing more. How about some novels, 
Ray? How about another "So Shall Ye Reap,”.Mr. Graham? y Hodge 
Winsell’s ’’The Starting Over” is inconsequential crud. Skip it. $ 
John Wiley's , "Venus Trouble” has a Venus technician operating a steam 
turbine for a year without using any fuel and puts a trouble shooter 
onto the trail of how he does it. I was reminded of some of the George 
0. Smith tales in aSF a few years ago. I’m not a technician ... I 
am left stranded.

Amazing Stories. Vol. 2.^ //ll, November 1950. 25<£.
Well, whaddaya know. I plumb forgot to mention one of the best 

stories in that Other Worlds — David Gordon’s "By the Rules." This 
is a tale of a galactic, stranded on Earth and prohibited from, reveal
ing his identity by the galactic government’s prohibition on meeting 
planetary cultures until they’re ready for it. (What a sentence.) 
For some reason the story struck me as something Asimov might have 
written. # But on to Amazing: Some of you may remember letter hack 
Milt Lesser of Planet’s letter columns. He’s hit the highest paying 
science-fiction market in the country, with his novelette, "All Heroes 
Are Hated.” The theme of this thing is that due to an unfortunate 
space-incident years previous, all Terran-born spacemen were grounded 
to Earth and Earth had been cut off from galactic commerce. This was 
the reason “all heroes were hated.“ Did the story ring the bell? No. 
# The fact is that only one story in this issue does ring the bell — 
a 3;300 worder (I approve of the Ziff-Davis policy of publishing the 
length, of stories). by. our very own Leslie A. Croutch, "The Day the > 
Bomb Fell.” Croutch recounts an interlude in the life of a six-year- 
old boy who was virtually the only survivor of an atom-bombing attack. 
It seems that writing talent turns up in the strangest places! By 
way of marginalia, it may be interesting to note that Croutch’s Canad
ian background is evidenced by his inclusion of opening prayers in the 
boy’s day at school. They do that up there. # Mack Reynolds (insofar 
as I know not the same Mack Reynolds who’s a professor of salesmanship 
at the University of Redlands and recently-defeated candidate for 
Congress from California’s 22nd district) is the.author of an insult 
to Amazing’s readership called ’’One of Our Planets Is Missing!” It is 
based on an incredibly sickening Fortean theme. £ Only other item of
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interest in the issue is the listing of a story called "The Devil in a 
Box" ('casual presentation of Voodoo!sm ns completely authentic, and 
as if it were as common as Christianity) ns by Alexander Blade on the 
contents page and as by Gerpld Vrnce (once a pen-name of David Wright 
O’Brien) inside. Let’s face it. Detective story author Browneun- 
like fellow detective-author Sam’. Merwin, is not a connoisseur of s-f. 
Furthermore, Amazing is today as lousy as it was in 1946 and 1949; 
lousier than tlio earlier Palmer days, which gave us such interesting 
material • as "That Worlds May’Live,". "Empire of Jegga," and the like; 
and it doesn’t even have the. former saving-point of presenting'a"-cou
ple of good novels annually. • .Ah well. The cover was pretty.

Galaxy Science Fiction. Vol. I, #1, October 1950. 2,5<£.
Though we haven’T rend this first .issue y.t, and won’t until all 

three parts of Clifford Simak’s "Time. Quarry," the opening serial, are 
on hand, wo predict that here, at long last, is a second good, fine, 
top-rate science fiction prozine. A now pace-setter; a rival to make 
Campbell sit up ^.nd open his eyes, .Bravo. Lack of space prevents 
us from doing further reviews. .We’d rather like to mention the newest 
issue of Boucher’s baby, which carries a Bonestell cover; or #2 of 
Imagination and Galaxy . . . but this issue has to bit the mails be
fore the summer of 1951. By and large the prozino situation looks 
mighty good. Unless the rumor that Ray Palmar has died is true, we 
think th t the digest-sized magazines, at least, present an almost uni
formly happy picture nt this date.

Good reading.

—Gi lb u rt Swan s on
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IHE GAS JET (continued from page 3) 
they justified?”

In the light of the fact that this is a science-fiction fanzine, 
I’d like to add by way of connection with our so-called hobby-field an 
echo of Arthur H. Rapp’.s question, What would have happened if Dianet
ics had appeared in .Amazing instead of aSF?

Yea, verily, the Fans’ Bible . .. «

Our thanks go to Redd Boggs for ready-cut stencils, ready sheets 
and other aid; to Joe Kennedy, for siccing us onto his long-lost ar
ticle; to Howard E. Miller of the USN, and William Rotsler of Camaril
lo, for cheerful donation of their artistic talents; and to the Insur
gent Element, for almost having a good excuse for refusing to write 
for us.

We hope that you enjoy this issue of Dream Quest, and maybe if 
you stick around a few more years there’ll be yet another issue.. In 
the meantime, keep the world safe for science-fiction and keep it 
armed.against the frenetic acceptance of crackcot hypotheses.

—Don Wilson

-0O0O0O0-
THE MISSING ELEMENT (continued from page 5)
a morbid gloom and real tragedy -- that’s why you remember the hotdog 
stand proprietor whose hopes for a busy season r-re dashed by the ruin 
of Earth, or the kids going on the picnic that will last for a million 
years.

But you won’t find this relieving element in the complex junk of 
A. E. van Vogt, nor in the purple pages of H. P. Lovecraft; similar
ly, you won’t find anything solid in the occasional attempts at ’’hu
morous science fiction stories” that used tQ-vappear in the Gernsback 
magazines. The element is no good in its purd* form, but when it comes 
as an alloy — you usually have memorable fiction.



- BOOK REVIEW -

Shadow on tho Hearth, by Judith Merril 
Doubleday, 1950; 277pp; $3.00

It would be borrowing adjectives tp call this novel "one of the 
greatest and grimmest novels of science-fiction” (someone said that 
of "Final Blackout"), but I am tempted, anyhow. The jacket says, 
"A tense, prophetic novel of one woman’s world -* after the bomb 
fallsJ" And it is: just that. The woman is Gladys Mitchell, mother 
of two girls, aged two and fifteen. She lived in a suburb of NYC and 
the day the bomb fell in that city (one of many that hit over the 
countryside), her husband was in the city.

They waited for him to come home. They waited with an old 
Slavic servant-woman, accused by the secret police of being an enemy 
agent. There was an idealistic math-teacher too, who had taken to 
teaching math because he was too liberal in beliefs to bo counten
anced as an atomic scientist. We see what side of the fence Miss 
Merril is on. Come to think of it, we wouldn’t expect the wife of 
Frederik Pohl to be on the opposite side J

But the greatness of Shadow on the Hearth lies in its portrayal 
of actual humanity — emotional, near-hysterical woman; stodgy Slav; 
enthusiastic adolescent who grows up overnight when confronted by 
the emergency; the little girl, who doesn’t know what it is all 
about; all of them as real as your best friend, more real than any 
casual acquaintance. There are other characters too. They are few, 
which is good, and they are all, every one of them, ns real as the 
central one.

We had a glimpse of Judith Merril’s ability in "That Only a Mo
ther," a short which she wrote for aSF awhile back. Here is a ful
ler demonstration of that ability. It is an ability which would be 
a godsend to the science-fiction field — the ability to write stor
ies around people who are real to most of us.

Admitted, most of aSF’s top authors have always had the ability 
to make their characters real -- real technicians, tussling with 
real technical problems; real spies, working with inter-planetary 
intrigue; etc., etc. That hits technicians close to home, but not 
the rest of us. The top stories arc still based on- emotion, not the 
intellect. Most of aSF’s stories deal with men on their jobs. It 
is fundamentally easier to create a good emotional situation from 
people at home, who are not fighting a problem from an intellectual 
standpoint. It takes a much greater ability to make a really force
ful yarn out of the latter type of thing. Del Rev did it in "Nerved 
and Hubbard in "Final Blackout," but I don’t think van Vogt or Hein
lein or Kuttner have ever done it.

If you want a feeling, of tense, desperate excitement (this is 
the emotion-used for effect in "Shadow") buy this book.

---Gordon Elliott



BEST' — NOT BASIC 
By Philip Gray

((Editor’s Note: We were faced with a dilemma here, namely 
whether to use Boh Dougherty’s excellent heading (on hand 
since 1943, done for Phil’s old column, which he couldn’t 
write this time) or not. Solution: Since it’s a good 
piece of artwork, we’re using it. Strictly speaking this 
article isn’t about Arkham House, but we are not going to 
quibble this time over split editorial hairs. —DW))

. SHOULD THE nucleus of a science-fiction 
number of ’’basic” titles in books, or an 
books available?

library be an arbitrary 
equal number of the best

An answer to this question would depend on whether the collector 
wished a comprehensive library for the sake of having such, or whether 
he wished to engender a library from his own high standards for his 
own pleasure.

The completist is not discerning, the true collector is; it 
therefore follows that the latter would rather proceed from the ’’best” 
nucleus than from the ’’basic.”

But the two categories, both collectors and libraries, often in
fringe. Somewhat less than two years ago August Derleth, in The Ark- 
ham Sampler, conducted a poll dedicated to the purpose of establishing 
a ’’basic” science-fiction list, the list of books to serve as a cata
log of the basic twenty titles which a neo-collector ought to obtain 
first. The result showed much evidence of confusion concerning the 
demarcation of ’’basic” and ’’best”; either the twelve authorities in
terviewed disregarded the purpose laid down, or that purpose was not 
stated concisely. No doubt the unsatisfactory 'resultant could be at
tributed to both. In any event, I cannot believe that a beginning 
collector would find himself pleased if he started his library from 
th0 Sampler’s collective concensus. In their individual lists, some

- 25 -
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of the pollsters wore so conceitedly different as to name technical 
non-fiction works, vjien the very derivative of science-fiction as a 
term applied to'a category of literature is from the concept of scien
tific elements in a. v'ork of fiction. I wish to emphasize the word 
"fiction.” When the day comes that I cannot enjoy science-fiction 
without recourse to either The Theory of Relativity or Sexual Behavior 
in the Human Male, then, gentlemen, I shall 2:10st happily cease to read 
science-fiction.

In brief, then, the Sampler poll did not obtain a list that was 
either predominantly "basic” or predominantly "best.” No purpose was 
served other than the entertainment offered by reading the individual 
pollsters’ selections and analyses.

I am not concerned with a ’’basic” list; the question of making 
one involves itself in a mass of statistics. In other words, a ’’bas
ic” list would probably be a list of the most popular books -- a thing 
that is far and away from b ing a list of the best ones. But I am 
concerned, and sincerely, with the ’’best” books. For self-gratifica
tion, and in lieu of a result which no poll such as the Sampler’s 
could hope, to accomplish, I shall directly set out my list of twenty 
’’best" science-fiction books.

It will be understood by the reader that I can select these ti
tles only from books that I have read; no honest critic ever reviews a 
book on hearsay. Perhaps my qualification in this respect is lacking; 
I would readily grant it so. This is true even though, out of a hun
dred and <•; quarter different titles (exclusive of non-fiction!) that 
were mentioned in the twelve individual Sampler essays, there are less 
than thirty which I have not read. In excuse, if excuse is warranted, 
the majority of these unread titles are Utopias; many Jules Verne, 
E. E. Smith, and other juvenilia; some Stapledon; a play; and a book 
of verse. These unread items to not bother me nearly as much as some 
now books which, from other critics or samplings,! think might replace 
a few selections from, my current list. Several such now i-ssuances are 
Stewart’ s Earth Abides, Gottlieb’s Key to, the Great Gate, and various 
reprints of magazine stories.

In arriving at a definition of what science-fiction as a term em
bodies, I have found that elimination is an advantage. Thus, a man of 
today who journeys backward in time to a past civilization can influ
ence the trend of* those times only in the application of present-day 
knowledge. Hence such is not science-fiction. Snace-travel is indis
putably science-fiction when it is not a farce; this fact abnegates 
many alleged science-fiction books from that realm into one of absurd
ity. Stories with their bases on psychological or sociological prob
lems, with the emphasis on these sciences, are to me either Utopias or 
ordinary stories.

That has to do with what science-fiction is. As to what is the 
best science-fiction, I must depend on my critical abilities and stan
dards of literacy, which is a pointing out of fact rather than an
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egotistical statement. My conception of science-fiction precludes, 
for instance, Sturgeon’s Without Sorcery for an ov:r-surfeit of a ti
tle misnohiei, too ranch sorcery; by the ~ame tokon deCa■•.p’s Lcst Dark
ness Fall would be precluded for the time-travel-backwards case, if it 
were not already out of the running for ineffective writing ability. 
Likewise, Sturgeon’s book would also not be considered because it 
lacks what is likely his most legitimate claim to a lasting fame in 
his chosen field: the novelette ’’Killdozer.” Jenkins’ Murder of the 
U.S.A, was precluded for insipid characterization; a not unnatural oc- 
curence, since straw characters were always this-writer’s main fault. 
Shiel’s The Purple Cloud is heavy with mysticism, though it is exclu
ded more for a general 'lack of a science element; otherwise it would 
be one of the chosen twenty. Stapledon is eliminated for various 
reasons, but mostly because I detest his perverted sexualisms and sad
isms, and view his pessimistic bewilderment and confused hopelessness 
with the greatest of contempt. If Stapledon is a thinker — a postu
lation I would not reject — then whatever depth he might have to his 
thinking is obscured by a weakling’s will, and after reading much of 
Stapledon I find his failure to himself more disgusting than pitiful.

If the critical do not find in my list many books which have 
claim there, pleaso remember that, in my opinion, the ones selected 
are sometimes slightly better; if some are not, then that is a product 
of my own bias, which is something all critics have.

Also, this list is prepared as much as a guide for tho neo-col- 
lector/reader, as it is for an expressing of on?nions for the already 
informed.

Tlio Li st

Adventures in Time and Space, edited by Healy and McComas: ' Of 
the dozen and mo"re science-fiction anthologies extan this is the best 
in both quantity and quality; while half-hearted anthologies continue 
to be compiled from lesser and often blatantly trashy material, this 
book continues to be the first I would recommend to a beginning reader 
and/or collector. That is not to intimate that other good anthologies 
do not exist; they do, several of them. But in preponderance of ex
cellent stories this one is surely the best.

The Advent uro of Wyndham Smith, by S. Fowler Wright: Wright has 
the Britisher’s frequent style of heavy writing, but with Wright the 
English language comes alive. His rhetoric straightens out into vari
colored and penetrating impressions and a dry humor becomes apparent 
to the reader who takes the time to gain an acquaintance with the 
author’s deepiy-alive choice of words and phrases. With the deaths of 
H. G. Wells and George Orwell, S. Fowler Wright is today ono of Eng
land’s few literary groats in tho field of science-fiction, perhaps 
even the greatest. Some readers are overly shy of Wright, while oth
ers speak of a disdainful dislike; in this respect I consider them 
unfortunate, to say the least.
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Awc.y and Beyond, by A. E. van Vogt: Even the casual reader must- 
be aware of the controversial figure that is van Vogt; but when the 
flurry of pros and cons fo.de, this much will still bo manifest. Van 
Vogt is a unique, figure in the science-fiction world; he has compound
ed knowledge, vivid imagination, writing ability, and a tricky style 
little short of the artistic into some of the finest stories in the 
genre. Many of them are in this collection, along with some that ought 
better to have been disregarded; but the collection remains what it is 
-- the only collection of a master’s work.

Doppelgangers, by H. F. Heard: A novel stressing the application 
of psychology to science, rather than unlimited action. An odd story 
and difficult to follow at times, but a story so mature in writing and 
concept that ono wonders why none of the Sampler pollsters mentioned 
it.

Final Blackout, by L. Ron Hubbard.: A. grim and highly interesting 
"if” story, satisfying in the oblique characterization of the hero. T 
have no adverse comments for the story; it s-.eras that every once in a 
great while someone chances to write a story that pleases everyone. 
This is such. That it is the only fin. story that the author ever 
wrote, among a great number of pot-boilers and a groat amount of. hack, 
is nothing less than a pity.

Martian Chronicles, by Ray Bradbury: An interlinked collection 
of hates, madnesses,'phobias, illusions, and much else that is rotten 
about man, all set against interplanetary exploration and exploita
tion of Mars. That Bradbury has a talent for writing that fringes on 
the genius goes without saying. That his own neurotic tendencies 
should be allowed expression and compensation so much in his stories 
is unfortunate. His constant putty harping on man’s pettiness becomes 
wearisome, even if it is in some of the most brilliant writings that 
science-fiction can lay claim to.

A Martian Odyssey, by Stanley G. Weinbaum: Weinb.aum1 s position 
in science-fiction has nob yet been adequately evaluated; people seem 
afraid to give him bis just due — that he was a good and developing 
writer; that he gave evidence of that rare phenomenon, deep thinking; 
that the title story of this collection is one .of the finest that 
science-fiction has produced; that his novel The New Adam gave rise to 
a new facet of th- Superman theory that has since lain in limbo along 
with the book, which itself would have required but a revision to 
claim the term ’’great”; and that Weihba.um’s lesser stories are very 
readable. The question of Weinbaum is not settled yet; it will not bo 
until he is seen in the light of his relationship with and to science
fiction.

The Metal Monster, by A. Merritt: I regret that only this novel 
and The Moon Pool, of Merritt’s novels, can be called, science-fiction, 
for ”"i" "consider both op them inferior to the other six. Perhaps-this 
is because those two do not have the characterization that Merritt 
could apply to his human figures; but of the unhumans, the choice here

fo.de


Is surely the most of that* To some extent, the well-explored concept 
atones i'or the deterrent of excessive verbosity in description. The 
latter strikes me as Merritt attempting to oat-do Merritt,with notice
ably poor results. But Merritt was a master and this is a master’s 
book.

Ninetyon Eighty-Four, by George Orwell: Orwell bulked large as 
one of the genuine great writers and thinkers this half-century has 
produced and matured. That his concept of ”double-think,” as he ap
plied it to politics, can likewise be applied to religion and anv oth
er of man’s abstract thinkings, is a point to be well considered. The 
book, as a prophecy of what could be, is almost cruel in its revela
tion; but it is kind for the warning that Orwell loft his fellow-men.

Nordenholt’ s Million, by J. J, Connington: Well-delineated char
acters in a world-threatened situation. A trifle dull in the slow 
spots, and commendably well-handled nt the high points. Whatever the 
author might miss by way of action, he compensates for in good writing 
and characterization. I recommend the original British edition since 
I don’t know how much was abridged in the recent magazine version, 
though I am told that it was considerable.

Opt of the Silent Planet, by C. S. Lewis: A note of vzarmness for 
alien life — repudi-ating the fallacy that aliens must war simply be
cause they are aliens — places this book in a class by itself. Men 
go to Mars, good and bad, and find a thoughtful and diversified Mar
tian civilization. The best of its kind.

Star of the Unborn, by Franz Werfel: Probably not one science
fiction re ruler in twenty lik ;s this book, and that is giving the read
ers the best edge of a guess. But Werfel employed about every gimmick 
mown among science-fiction gimmickers, and employed them to better 
advantage than most. The average reader certainly won’t like it — but 
since when lias the average reader been a judge of quality?

The Throne of Sat urn, by S. Fowler Wright: A collection of bit
ter irony, fine narration, excellent developing of riots. Where an
other author hates man, Wright fears the machine — a fear that is ap
parent in every Wright story where machines are involved or can be in
volved. Yet, that is a fear that the machine will ultimately influence 
man to the latter’s downfall. I think this one of the three best 
science-fiction collections in print.

The Time Machine, by H. G. Wells: Perversely, I’ll nominate one 
cf UwTls’ books instead of an omnibus volume. This is it, all but six 
hundred words that haven’t been printed in any of the editions since 
the first.

The Time Stream, by John Taine: I happen to prefer this one to 
Taine^ s other novels, some of which fall sadly low in comparison. 
This one had good characterization, not the norm with Taine, and an 
interesting atmosphere. Quite well plotted and singularly entertain
ing.
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To Walk the Night, by William, Sloane: An alien from another star, 

slowly revealed to a climax of terror. A book of the first importance.

When Worlds Collide, by Edwin Balmer and Philip Wylie: Constant
ly in print and a steady seller for nearly twenty years* And for most 
of that time, about as accurate a description, •■of . space-flight as has 
been drawn. Keynotes are stark realism, character delineation, and 
convincing ction. It was omitted, from the Samp1er-campi1ed list when 
Derleth miscounted the votes for it. The sequel, After Worlds Collide, 
is of a lesser calibre and dispensable to enjoyment of the former; Fut 
it is well worth reading for its own sake.

Who Goes There? by John W. Campbell, Jr.: Frankly oninionizing 
again, I think this to be easily another' of the top three science-fic
tion collections in print’. Unbeatable for atmosphere and mood, very 
good in plotting and writing’ style.

The World Below, by S. Fowler Wright: Almost a satire on both 
present man and future Earth-inhabitants, th«- former for his foibles, 
the latter for their fallacies. The odd life-forms in a world far in 
the future are as sharp and entertaining as HodgsonTs were. The story 
is such a one as Wright could ’be expected to have written.

The World of A, by A. E. van Vogt: More grown-up than Sian and 
with more to say. An original approach to the Superman idea, intogra- 
tod strongly into a quickly moving plot. While the book is a good tar
get for controversy, I notice that the critics have to talk pretty 
high-brow when they find fault with it — and I have heard no- argu
ments yet from the cons that outweigh the pros..

- THE END - 

"Die Fledermaus, inflate the mouse..."

This space is dedicated to the Insurgents 

and to their great magazine, 
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